Abstract. An abstract definition of the groups of square-free order is given that leads naturally to a programmable computation of their number. O. Holder's alternative description of the groups of square-free order is incidentally derived.
xp = 1 (mod q).
If p\(q -1), (2) has exactly p distinct solutions mod q, say 1, K, K2, . . . , Kp~x forming a cyclic group under multiplication mod q; and G is one of the two metacyclic groups [4, p. 462] (3) (a>b;ac>,bp,bab-1 = a), (4) {a,b\aq,bp,bab-1 = aK). (3) is a cyclic group generated by ab. Observe that the metacyclic group (a,b;aq,bp, bab~l = aK ) with 1 < r < p has also presentation (4) if we use the generators a, br instead of a, b. \îp^f{q -1), then we only have the cyclic group (3).
2. In the general case, n > 2, we will use the following theorems whose proofs can be found in [3, 2.6 and therefore by Theorem 3, there exist a¡ G G, i = 1, 2.n, such that o(<a;>) = Pp and (<¡s(i), as<2)> ■ ■ ■ ' aS(rV *s a SUD8rouP 0I G 0I order n!"=1 pS(,-) for every subset S C {1, 2, ... , n}. In particular, for i </, we have, as in Section 1, apfij1 = a*"", so that G has a presentation of the form (5) (tyll < i < «}; {aP'| 1 < / < «}, ty-a^r1 = af*W>|l < i < / < n}) with (6) (*(*, I))"* = 1 (mod p,).
For each pair /' </ such that p¡\(pt -1), we will choose one + 1 solution K(i, j) of the congruence equation (6); and therefore, k(i, j) is a power of K(i, j) (mod p.).
If i < j < t, then (a¡, a) is normal in (a¡, a-, at)\ and the relation djU¡ayx = a*(M) is changed by conjugation by at into a^'thf^,'%7k^>^ = «*#»«*<**), whence akÇi,f)k^th(i,t) = ak(i,f)k(i,t). that is: ^ ;-)kO-,f)-i = i (mod p.) which implies that:
If / < / < t, then either k(i, j) = 1 or k(j, t) = 1.
Using a convenient power of a-, j > 1, as generator instead of a}-, we may assume as in Section 1 that (8) k(l, j) equals either 1 or K(i, j). The preceding discussion permits us to determine the number of groups of order rqp as shown in the following table: Table 1 Number 4. Proof of Proposition 2. Assume inductively that the proposition is true for n -1, and let G and G' be groups with presentations of the type (5) satisfying conditions (6)-(9) and with k(i, j) ^ k\i, j) for some pair i <;'. If; < n, then by assumption {dy,a2, . . . ,an_y)<£(a'y,a2, . . . ,a'n_y) and by Theorem A G ^G'\ therefore, we may assume that k(i, j) = k'(i, j) for all 1 < i <;' < n. If k(l, n) =£ k'(l, n), then by (8) one of the two is 1 and the other is K(l, n), whence <at, a"> # (a[, a'n) and G 4 G'; therefore, we may assume that k(l, n) = k'(l, n). Let; be the smallest subindex such that k(j, n) ¥= k'(j, ri); we may assume that k'{j, n) ± 1 and by (7) k(i, j) = k'(i, ;') = 1 for all / <;. If k(i, n) = k\i, n) = 1 for all i <;, then by (9) k(j, n) = 1 and k'(j, n) = K(j, n); and therefore, <ax, a;-, a"> is of type (10),whereas (a[, aj, a'n) is of type (11) and by Theorem 4 G <fG'. Else, let i be the least subindex such that k(i, n) = k'(i, ri) ¥= 1; by (9) k{i, ri) = k'(i, n) = K(i, ri); and therefore, ¡a¡, a], a'n) is of type (13), whereas (a-, fl;., an) is either of type (13) with different exponent or of type (12); again by Theorem A G^G'.
Definition, i is linked to ; if there exist 5(1) = i, S(2), . . . , S(r) = j such that aS(t) d°es not commute with (¡s(t+i)' t = 1,2, . . . ,r -I. The proof of the following proposition is trivial: Proposition 3. For each i, <a¡, {aÀi is linked to ;'}> is the minimal direct summand of G containing a¡.
6. The number of groups of order h can be determined by means of the tree diagram of the exponents in (5), as we illustrate here for the case of 4 factors. In Diagram 1 above we write K or k for K(i, j) or k(i, j) when it is not equal to 1 ; the branches with some K or k exist if and only if the corresponding p. divides p¡ -1 ; a small k indicates that the offshoot originating at fork (i, /) has multiplicity p. -1.
7. In the case of 4 factors we call s = px, r = p2, q = p3 and p = p4. The number of groups of order srqp is easily determined by determining first the groups of order srq, and pursuing in the tree diagram the number of extensions of each to groups of order srqp. We obtain: Table 2 Number of Groups of Order srqp, s> r> q > p 
